My research question in my dissertation was: „What is the relationship of civil association New Acropolis to the Czech civil society?“

New Acropolis is the international organization which presents itself as a „philosophical school in the classic way“ but it is not only about the Philosophy but also about the Religion and the „Higher cognition“(whatever it is).

New Acropolis has been in the Czech republic registrated in 1990 as a civil association. Since then, New Acropolis constantly grows and expands its activities. Also in the Czech republic is presented as a „philosophical school in the classic way“. Its main agency is organizing philosophical lectures and lot of courses. Members also hold some exhibitons, music concerts and others cultural actions. The czech branch profess the same doctrine like the foreign branches – with secreed elements. So there is a question – is it all right that an organization with religious items is registrated as a civil association? Also this problem I am thinking out.

Dissertation is bringing a summary view of one of the many civil associations operating in the Czech Republic – called New Acropolis. I am describing what are its specifics, activities and what are the objectives which members in the Czech republic wanted to achieve. However, there is also a practical overlap into the law and its interpretation.